Gentamicin Concentration Gradients in Scala Tympani Perilymph following Systemic Applications
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ST. The absolute gentamicin concentrations increased with the amount of drug applied and time before sampling. While it is likely that the basal-apical gradient measured after local drug applications to the round window niche is the result of the direct uptake of drugs into the perilymph of the ST, distribution by diffusion and a very low perilymph flow towards the cochlear apex, computer simulations suggested that the apical-basal gradient observed with these systemic applications can be explained by higher entry rates of gentamicin in the apex compared to the basal turns of the cochlea. It is also possible that gentamicin enters perilymph indirectly from the blood via the endolymph. In this case the faster kinetics in apical turns could be due to the smaller cross-sectional area of ST relative to endolymph in the apical turns.

Introduction

Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside antibiotic in clinical use for the treatment of Gram-negative bacterial infections and is one of the most commonly used antibiotics worldwide. In addition to its nephrotoxicity, ototoxic side effects with sensorineural hearing loss and vertigo are well documented in both adults and children. The vestibulotoxic properties of locally applied aminoglycosides
have been used for the treatment of Ménière’s disease for more than half a century [Schuknecht, 1956]. In order to decrease sensorineural hearing loss initial systemic treatments have been replaced by local intratympanic injections for local drug delivery to the inner ear [Lange, 1977; Beck and Schmidt, 1978; Chia et al., 2004; Salt et al., 2008; Pullens and van Benthem, 2011].

Interpretation of early pharmacokinetic studies of gentamicin after local application to the inner ear of the chinchilla [Hoffer et al., 1997] showed that entry of drug into the vestibule does not occur by diffusion or flow along the perilymphatic scalae, passing through the helicotrema. Rather, it occurs through local communication between scalae in all segments of the cochlea with gentamicin crossing readily between scala tympani (ST) and scala vestibuli, and from there diffusing into the vestibule [Plontke et al., 2002]. The simulations also suggested that when drugs are applied to the round window membrane (RWM) they do not become uniformly distributed throughout the inner ear fluid compartments, but that the basal region of the cochlea is exposed to higher gentamicin levels than the vestibule, while apical regions of the cochlea are exposed to lower levels. These predictions were later experimentally confirmed by animal experiments quantitatively demonstrating substantial gradients of gentamicin along the length of ST after RWM application, averaging more than 4,000 times greater concentration at the base compared to the apex at the time of sampling [Plontke et al., 2007]. Recently, it has been shown that gadolinium directly enters the vestibule in the vicinity of the stapes [King et al., 2011], so the possibility that a significant proportion of gentamicin enters the ear via the stapes has to be considered. The substantial basal-apical gradients with local applications account for the observation that hair cells are predominantly lost from the basal region of the cochlea is exposed to higher gentamicin concentrations than the vestibule, while apical regions of the cochlea are exposed to lower levels. These predictions were later experimentally confirmed by animal experiments quantitatively demonstrating substantial gradients of gentamicin along the length of ST after RWM application, averaging more than 4,000 times greater concentration at the base compared to the apex at the time of sampling [Plontke et al., 2007]. Recently, it has been shown that gadolinium directly enters the vestibule in the vicinity of the stapes [King et al., 2011], so the possibility that a significant proportion of gentamicin enters the ear via the stapes has to be considered. The substantial basal-apical gradients with local applications account for the observation that hair cells are predominantly lost from the basal region of the cochlea is exposed to higher gentamicin concentrations than the vestibule, while apical regions of the cochlea are exposed to lower levels. These predictions were later experimentally confirmed by animal experiments quantitatively demonstrating substantial gradients of gentamicin along the length of ST after RWM application, averaging more than 4,000 times greater concentration at the base compared to the apex at the time of sampling [Plontke et al., 2007]. Recently, it has been shown that gadolinium directly enters the vestibule in the vicinity of the stapes [King et al., 2011], so the possibility that a significant proportion of gentamicin enters the ear via the stapes has to be considered. The substantial basal-apical gradients with local applications account for the observation that hair cells are predominantly lost from the basal region of the cochlea is exposed to higher gentamicin concentrations than the vestibule, while apical regions of the cochlea are exposed to lower levels. These predictions were later experimentally confirmed by animal experiments quantitatively demonstrating substantial gradients of gentamicin along the length of ST after RWM application, averaging more than 4,000 times greater concentration at the base compared to the apex at the time of sampling [Plontke et al., 2007]. Recently, it has been shown that gadolinium directly enters the vestibule in the vicinity of the stapes [King et al., 2011], so the possibility that a significant proportion of gentamicin enters the ear via the stapes has to be considered. The substantial basal-apical gradients with local applications account for the observation that hair cells are predominantly lost from the basal region of the cochlea is exposed to higher gentamicin concentrations than the vestibule, while apical regions of the cochlea are exposed to lower levels. These predictions were later experimentally confirmed by animal experiments quantitatively demonstrating substantial gradients of gentamicin along the length of ST after RWM application, averaging more than 4,000 times greater concentration at the base compared to the apex at the time of sampling [Plontke et al., 2007]. Recently, it has been shown that gadolinium directly enters the vestibule in the vicinity of the stapes [King et al., 2011], so the possibility that a significant proportion of gentamicin enters the ear via the stapes has to be considered. The substantial basal-apical gradients with local applications account for the observation that hair cells are predominantly lost from the basal region of the cochlea is exposed to higher gentamic in than those from apical turns [Sha et al., 2001; Alharazneh et al., 2011]. Thus, the presence of high-frequency hearing loss or differences in hair cell losses between basal and apical turns gives no indication of whether gentamicin concentrations vary along the cochlea following systemic applications. As a result, it has not yet been established whether aminoglycoside concentration gradients exist in ST perilymph after systemic applications. With the development of techniques capable of measuring drug gradients along ST [Mynatt et al., 2006], we were able to study the distribution of gentamicin in ST perilymph of the guinea pig after systemic application.

Materials and Methods

Study Groups and Experimental Design

Pigmented guinea pigs weighing 343–520 g (mean 430 g) from both genders from an in-house breeding colony were used in this study. All experimental procedures were approved by the animal studies committee of the University of Tübingen, Germany (HN3/08).

Animals were anesthetized intramuscularly with an anesthetic composed of fentanyl 0.025 mg/kg body weight (BW), midazolam 1.0 mg/kg BW and medetomidine 0.2 mg/kg BW. Throughout the experiment one third of the initial dosing was regularly injected intramuscularly as a supplemental dose. The ventilation of the animals was supported with O2. Heart rate and blood pO2 were monitored with a pulse oximeter (Surgivet; Smiths Medical, Grabrung, Germany). The anesthetized animals were placed on a temperature-regulated heating pad, fixed in a head holder and kept at 37.5 °C body temperature.

The animals were divided into 4 experimental groups, either receiving an intravenous infusion of 100 (n = 4), 300 (n = 5) or 600 (n = 3) mg/kg BW of gentamicin-sulfate (40 mg/ml, Refobacin®; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), respectively, or a subcutaneous bolus injection of 300 mg/kg BW (n = 3). The solutions were adjusted to physiological pH and intravenous solutions were continuously administered for 3 h via a jugular venous polyethylene tube catheter (inner diameter: 0.28 mm, outer diameter: 0.61 mm; Neolab, Heidelberg, Germany). At 3 h after the start of intravenous gentamicin infusion, perilymph was aspirated from ST of the right ear to allow measurement of gentamicin concentration. For perilymph sampling, the apex of the cochlea was exposed by a ventrolateral surgical approach and the surface of the cochlear apex was made hydrophobic by applying a thin layer of cyanoacrylate adhesive (Histoacryl; Aesculap, Tuttingen, Germany) followed by two-part silicone glue (WPI, Berlin, Germany). A total of 10 sequential apical perilymph samples (approximately 1 μl each) were collected over a period of 10–20 min using calibrated microcapillaries (Brand, Wertheim, Germany). The 1st sample represents perilymph from the apical regions and the 4th and 5th samples represent perilymph from the basal regions of ST. Later samples contain mainly CSF that has passed through ST after entering via the cochlear aqueduct. The preparation of the animal and the sequential perilymph sampling technique have been described in detail elsewhere [Mynatt et al., 2006; Salt et al., 2006; Plontke et al., 2008]. The same perilymph collection procedure was then repeated in the opposite
(left) cochlea of the same animal 2 h after the termination of the gentamicin infusion, i.e. 5 h after the start of the intravenous gentamicin infusion.

Blood serum was collected by nail clipping under deep anesthesia. Serum samples were obtained before starting the application of gentamicin or within 10 min after starting the intravenous or subcutaneous application. The 2nd blood sample was drawn 30 min after the start of the gentamicin application and was then repeated every 60 min. The blood sample drawn at the end of the experiment from animals that were subjected to subcutaneous gentamicin application was obtained with cardiac cannulation.

Perilymph Sample Analysis
Concentration of gentamicin in perilymph samples was quantified with a fluorescence polarization immunoassay (TDX SLX Analyzer; Abbott Diagnostics, Wiesbaden, Germany). The sample fluid was diluted in an assay buffer with a ratio of 1:79. The sensitivity (limit of quantification, LOQ) was 0.27 μg/ml. Perilymph of untreated animals was analyzed as controls. Blood serum samples were quantified with the same method.

Computer Simulations
As the cross-sectional area of ST decreases progressively from base to apex, drug kinetics in ST could be influenced by the varying fluid volumes. We therefore interpreted the measured sample data with an established finite element model of the inner ear fluids that incorporates the varying cross-sectional areas of the guinea pig fluid compartments with distance and all the adjacent tissue compartments of the ear. The program calculates concentrations along the length of ST with entry kinetics from blood either uniform along the length of the scala or varying from base to apex. Entry by other routes, such as via the endolymph, can also be calculated. In addition, the program simulates the apical sequential sampling procedure used here, allowing calculated sample values to be compared with measured data. The program (version 3.080) is available to be downloaded from http://oto.wustl.edu/cochlea/.

Results
Gentamicin Serum Levels
With intravenous injections the serum concentration of gentamicin increased within minutes of the start of infusion and increased progressively during the 180-min injection (fig. 1, solid symbols). When injection stopped, gentamicin began to slowly decline. With subcutaneous bolus applications, serum concentration increased more rapidly and the highest concentration was measured at approximately 60 min after the injection (fig. 1, open symbols).

Gentamicin Distribution in ST Perilymph after Intravenous Application
Figure 2 shows the gentamicin concentrations of 10 sequentially collected samples from the cochlear apex. In all cases the initial samples were of the highest concentration and later samples were consistently lower in concentration. In this paradigm, the 1st sample contained perilymph from the apical regions of ST, regions which are sensitive to low-frequency stimuli. Samples numbered 2–4 were derived from more basal parts (higher-frequency regions) of ST. Subsequent samples consist of CSF (which may itself contain gentamicin) that has passed through ST, accumulating or losing gentamicin from adjacent tissues and compartments during its passage according to the prevailing concentration gradients. These data therefore demonstrate that there is an apical-basal gradient of gentamicin in ST following intravenous administration.

The first series of samples was taken 3 h after the start of the intravenous infusion, i.e. immediately after the 3-hour infusion was stopped. In the low-dose group (100 mg/kg BW) the mean value of the 1st samples of three experiments was in the range of the LOQ of the assay (0.27 μg/ml), whereas in samples 2–10 gentamicin concentration was below LOQ. The mean ±SD value for the 1st sample was 25.18 ± 2.64 μg/ml. Systemic administra-
tion of 300 and 600 mg/kg BW provided concentrations above the LOQ in all samples. In the 300 mg/kg BW group, the 1st sample showed a mean peak concentration of 69.65 ± 8.50 μg/ml gradually declining to 40.69 ± 3.49 μg/ml in the 5th and 35.37 ± 5.34 μg/ml in the 10th sample. The mean peak value (apical sample) in the 600 mg/kg BW experimental group was 155.53 ± 10.96 μg/ml in the first, declining to 91.73 ± 7.78 and 74.32 ± 3.55 μg/ml in the 5th and 10th samples, respectively.

The second series of samples was taken from the opposite cochlea of the same animal 5 h after the start of intravenous infusion, i.e. 2 h after the infusion had stopped. The intracochlear concentration increased even after the intravenous application was stopped and higher concentrations of gentamicin, mostly well above the LOQ, were measured in ST perilymph (fig. 2 right). Similar to the 3-hour data, the highest concentrations were observed in the 1st samples (apical origin) with concentration gradually declining for following samples originating more basally. With 100 mg/kg the first sample was 57.81 ± 10.00 μg/ml, the 5th sample was 31.19 ± 7.67 μg/ml and the 10th sample was below the LOQ. ST drug levels in the other 2 dosage groups (i.e. 300 and 600 mg/kg BW) were higher, corresponding to the higher total amount of gentamicin given. Peak concentrations in the 300 mg/kg BW group were measured in the 1st sample (mean 140.79 ± 4.00 μg/ml), declining to 71.01 ± 0.61 μg/ml in the 5th and 48.05 ± 3.31 mg/ml in the 10th sample. With 600 mg/kg BW gentamicin concentration was determined in one 5-hour experiment only and a similar concentration gradient was found (1st sample 256.12 μg/ml and 5th sample 149.22 μg/ml). In all experiments the data are consistent with higher concentrations in the apical turns of the cochlea, with amounts varying in a dose-dependent manner.

The intravenous infusion protocol allowed for delivery of gentamicin with a low variability of absolute gentamicin concentrations in ST perilymph. The statistical significant differences between the different dose groups at each sampling time are indicated in figure 2 (Student’s t test, MS-EXCEL for Mac 2011, version 14.3.2). The 100-mg group was not analyzed statistically at 3 h, since most samples were below the LOQ. Similarly, the 600 mg/kg BW dosing regimen at 5 h was not analyzed statistically, since only a single data set from one cochlea was available.
Gentamicin Distribution in ST Perilymph after Subcutaneous Application

Figure 3 shows the gentamicin concentrations in ST perilymph samples after a single subcutaneous bolus injection in each animal. Lower drug concentrations were found in the perilymph after subcutaneous applications compared to the intravenous protocol with the same dose (300 mg/kg BW). At both 3- and 5-hour sampling times, concentration was higher in the initial sample and declined in following samples, again demonstrating a prominent apex-to-base distribution of gentamicin similar to that observed after intravenous infusion. The first samples contained the highest gentamicin concentrations (59.40 ± 8.46 μg/ml at 3 h and 81.32 ± 17.62 μg/ml at 5 h) with the subsequent samples showing a decline in concentration towards the basal parts of the cochlea (5th sample 31.19 ± 7.14 μg/ml and 10th sample 23.56 ± 1.43 μg/ml at 3 h, and 5th sample 48.84 ± 12.94 μg/ml and 10th sample 32.72 ± 8.66 μg/ml at 5 h).

Data Analysis and Interpretation with Computer Simulations

Measured gentamicin concentrations were analyzed using our finite element computer model considering pharmacokinetically important factors for gentamicin uptake into and distribution within the cochlea. The model incorporates concentration-driven exchange between the blood and the cochlear fluid compartments as well as exchange between cochlear scalae and adjacent tissues and passive diffusion along each scala. We used the program to predict sequential sample values for the 3- and 5-hour collection time points for a constant plasma level that approximated the level achieved in vivo. Entry into the cochlea fluids was calculated using the following two paradigms: (1) Entry was assumed to occur directly from blood into ST perilymph. Exchange between blood and ST perilymph was defined as a basal turn entry half-time and an adjustment that allowed the entry rate to vary linearly as a function of distance along the scala. This allowed basal and apical entry rates to be varied independently, with graded entry for points in between, to best fit the measured curves. (2) Entry into ST perilymph was assumed to occur indirectly via endolymph [Li and Steyger, 2011]. In this analysis, a single variable defined the half-time of entry from blood into endolymph, with a uniform entry half-time along the length of the cochlea. A second variable defined half-times of exchange between endolymph and the organ of Corti and between the organ of Corti and ST perilymph.

For each condition, the procedure of apical sampling was simulated using the sample volumes and collection times derived from the appropriate data set. A best fit to the data was determined by systematically varying pharmacokinetic parameters in a manner to minimize the sum of squares of differences between measured and calculated sample values [Plontke et al., 2002]. When entry into ST was assumed to be directly from blood, the influence of varying entry rates along the length of ST on samples taken from the apex are demonstrated in figure 4. These curves are calculated for fast (200-min entry half-time) and slow (2,000-min entry half-time) kinetics in the basal and apical turns, with graded entry between these rates along the scala length. Samples are calculated for 300 mg/kg dose with a total delivery time of 5 h. When entry occurs at similar rates for both apex and base (fig. 4, curves A and D) the calculated initial samples 1 and 2 (originating in the apex) are lower than samples 4 and 5 (originating in the basal turn). This is a result of the cochlear anatomy, built into the model, in which tis-
sue and fluid compartments adjacent to ST (spiral liga-
ment, spiral ganglion, organ of Corti, scala vestibuli, etc.)
are proportionately larger at the apex (where ST cross-
section is small), compared to the base (where
ST cross-section is substantially larger). For the condition
with fast entry at the base and slow entry at the apex (fig. 4, curve B),
the difference between apical and basal
samples is even greater. In contrast, when entry is fast at
the apex and slow at the base (fig. 4, curve C), the initial
sample is high but subsequent samples have progressive-
ly lower concentrations. This curve is comparable to the
sample data we obtained experimentally.

Examples of simulations fitted to the average sample
data at 5 h following 300 mg/kg BW intravenous infusion
are shown in figure 5. In the upper panel, the data were

Fig. 4. Calculated sample concentration curves for four combina-
tions of entry kinetics from blood to ST perilymph. 'Fast' entry in-
dicates a 200-min entry half-time and 'Slow' entry indicates a 2,000-
min entry half-time at the location. Curve A: curve for fast entry
throughout ST. Initial samples (originating from the apex) are low-
er than sample 4 (originating from the basal turn), as solute losses
to adjacent compartments are more significant at the apex, where
ST cross-section is small. Curve B: curve for fast entry in the basal
turn and slow entry in the apical turn with entry rates graded in be-
tween. The difference between sample 1 (from the apex) and sample
4 (from the base) is even greater. Curve C: curve for slow entry in
the basal turn and fast entry at the apex with rates graded in between.
Sample 1 (from the apex) is now higher than sample 4 (from the
base). Curve D: curve for slow entry throughout ST. The curve is
comparable to curve A, but lower. If direct gentamicin entry into ST
was assumed, sample concentration curves comparable to the mea-
sured data (fig. 2, 3) could only be achieved with a higher entry rate
at the apex relative to the base (i.e. curve C with solid symbols).

Fig. 5. Gray lines: mean gentamicin concentration in sequential peri-
lymph samples after continuous intravenous application (300 mg/
kg BW) 5 h after start of drug application (gray, from fig. 2). Black
lines show calculated sample values. Top: gentamicin entry from
blood into ST with slower entry kinetics at the base than at the apex
of the cochlea. Bottom: gentamicin reaching ST by an endolymphat-
ic route with uniform entry rates along the cochlea. In this case the
faster kinetics in apical ST perilymph is due to the far smaller ST
cross-sectional area in apical turns compared to the base, while en-
dolymph remains relatively uniform in cross-section with distance.
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fitted based on direct gentamicin entry into ST. In order to generate a higher concentration in the 1st sample (apical perilymph) compared to later samples (samples 4 and 5 originating from perilymph of the basal turn), it was necessary to use much faster entry into apical compared to basal regions, as described above. The best fit here was obtained with a half-time of entry into the basal turn of 2,675 min and a 10.8-times faster entry into apical regions (corresponding to a shorter half-time of 249 min). Thus the data could be explained by approximately 10-times faster entry kinetics in the apical cochlear regions compared to the base. However, the lower panel of figure 5 also shows the analysis in which gentamicin entry into ST occurred indirectly via the endolymph. In this case the calculated sample values resulted from entry into endolymph with a 110-min half-time (uniform throughout the length of the cochlea) and communication half-times between endolymph and the organ of Corti and organ of Corti to perilymph of 10 min each (also uniform along the cochlea). The calculated samples again closely fit the measured data, in this case accounted for by the differences in volume relationships between endolymph and perilymph in the basal and apical turns. Endolymph is relatively uniform in the cross-sectional area along the cochlea while ST is substantially larger in the basal turn than in apical turns. This results in faster kinetics in the smaller apical regions of ST when in communication with endolymph. These analyses show there may be more than one explanation for the faster entry of gentamicin into the apical regions of ST in this study.

**Discussion**

For all applied doses and for both intravenous and subcutaneous applications, we found consistent apical-basal concentration gradients of gentamicin in the perilymph of ST. This observation is in contrast to measurements after local application of gentamicin or others substances (e.g. TMPA and dexamethasone) to the RWM, in which substantial concentration gradients from the base to the apex were found [Mynatt et al., 2006; Plontke et al., 2002, 2007; King et al., 2011; Salt et al., 2012]. In addition, a substantially lower variability in the measured in-tracochlear drug concentrations was found after systemic compared to RWM application [Plontke et al., 2007] (fig. 6).

Absolute perilymph concentrations of gentamicin were time and dose dependent. The higher gentamicin concentrations measured at 5 h compared to 3 h (2 h after infusion finished compared to immediately after infusion) for all 3 dosing regimens indicates that gentamicin continues to enter and to accumulate in the cochlea even after the termination of systemic intravenous drug application. Taking samples from the two cochlea of the same animal at different time points helps to decrease the interindividual variability and to reduce the number of animals needed.

Gentamicin gradients after systemic application have not been quantitatively measured in previous cochlear...
pharmacokinetic studies. For the interpretation of the observed apical-basal gradients in ST, computer simulations were used that allowed the variation of entry rates with otherwise fixed parameters (e.g. diffusion coefficient of the drug, dimensions of the scalae and intercompartment communications). The analysis showed that for a blood-to-perilymph entry route the apical-basal gradient in ST could only be explained by higher entry rates in the apex compared to the basal turns of the cochlea (fig. 4, 5). The simulations also demonstrated that the sample data could alternatively be explained by gentamicin entering perilymph indirectly from the blood, via the endolymph. A uniform entry into endolymph would result in faster kinetics in apical turns due to the smaller cross-sectional area of ST relative to the base, leading to the observed apical-basal gentamicin gradient in ST (fig. 5). However, from our measurements and interpretations with a computer model it cannot be concluded by which route gentamicin enters the cochlear fluids from the blood.

Former studies investigating entry of gentamicin into the cochlea after systemic application also revealed two alternative ways of trafficking of which one emphasized the perilymph route and the other supported the access via the blood labyrinthine barrier into the endolymph. Entry through the porous bony structure of the modiolus (ST and scala vestibuli) and through the capillaries of the spiral ligament is a possible pathway for drug entering into perilymph as suggested by anatomic studies [Shepherd and Colreavy, 2004; Rask-Andersen et al., 2006]. Tran Ba Huy et al. [1981, 1986] measured a higher loading of the perilymph compared to the endolymph and suggested gentamicin access to the sensory hair cells across their basolateral membranes, which are in contact with perilymph. A route from perilymph into endolymph was also indicated in a study showing that a fluorescent gentamicin probe could enter the organ of Corti and the outer hair cells following RWM application [Zhang et al., 2010].

The second route was suggested by trafficking of gentamicin through the strial blood labyrinthine barrier into the endolymph. This hypothesis is supported by a number of studies showing permeation of gentamicin through TRPV1 and TRPV4 cation channels and through mechanotransduction channels that are located predominantly in the apical membranes of the hair cells and contact the endolymphatic fluid [Karasawa et al., 2008; Wang and Steyger, 2009; Alharazneh et al., 2011; Vu et al., 2013]. Inhibitors of endocytosis at the basolateral membranes of the hair cells had no influence on gentamicin entry [Alharazneh et al., 2011]. Uptake of gentamicin through nonspecific cation channels (TRPA1) into outer hair cells of mice was also shown in ex vivo studies, but the exact subcellular location of these channels has not been determined so far [Stepanyan et al., 2011]. Transport across channels in the apical membranes of the hair cells can also be considered as a mechanism for clearance from endolymph, resulting in higher aminoglycoside concentrations in the perilymph compared to low concentrations in the endolymph as shown in previous studies [Tran Ba Huy et al., 1981].

Evidence for a predominant stria-endolymph access is supported by a recent study [Li and Steyger, 2011]. During systemic intravenous application, uptake of a fluorescent-labeled gentamicin probe into the organ of Corti was demonstrated even when accumulation of fluorescent-labeled gentamicin in ST perilymph was prevented by simultaneously perfusing ST with artificial perilymph. When ST was perfused with the same probe without systemic application only weak uptake was shown in the organ of Corti, providing evidence that the gentamicin could not enter the endolymph from ST. Both experiments give support to the idea of stria-endolymph trafficking of gentamicin, at least in short-term observations.

Gentamicin is toxic to sensory hair cells [Wu et al., 2002; Rybak and Ramkumar, 2007]. Differences in toxicity to vestibular and cochlear hair cells cannot necessarily be inferred from such pharmacokinetic findings as described in this article, since it is likely that susceptibility to gentamicin of cochlear and vestibular hair cells and cochlear hair cells in different regions is not equal. In vivo and in vitro studies showed increased toxicity of gentamicin in the high-frequency basal regions compared to the low-frequency region in the apical turns of the cochlea [Wu et al., 2002]. Following systemic applications to guinea pigs, gentamicin was initially found in the outer hair cells of all cochlea turns, but became more localized in cells of the basal turn with increasing survival times [Imamura and Adams, 2003]. Temporal bone studies of humans treated with aminoglycosides showed predominantly basal turn pathology, including loss of hair cells and spiral ganglion cells [Sone et al., 1998]. Our study implies that apical hair cells might be more resistant to gentamicin even in the presence of higher gentamicin concentrations and support the hypothesis/findings of heterogeneous sensory hair cell populations along the tonotopic axis of the cochlea. This observation is in accordance with previous studies showing that hair cell protection in the apical turn could be explained with a tonotopic variation in conductance of the mechanotransduction channels [Ricci et al., 2003], or a reduced susceptibility for free radicals in this region [Sha et al., 2001].
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